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Introduction
Everything has gone digital nowadays. Most of the tasks that you can do o�ine and on foot can
now be accomplished through the wonderful world of the web.

Marketing refers to a set of activities that are accomplished to communicate the value of a
product or service to possible consumers. According to Investopedia, this process involves 4 Ps:
product (or service), place (allocation, target), price, and promotion.

The process of marketing can now be done online and is now known as digital marketing. Some
of you have obliviously – or knowingly – encountered some of its involved processes: SEO
writing, blogs, viral videos, informative emails, and a�liate marketing. Yes, these are just some
of the concepts involved in the broad spectrum that is called digital marketing.

This book hopes to provide you with a quick but encompassing view of digital marketing. Here
are what you can expect from The Little Book of Digital Marketing:

We will attempt to come up with a clearcut digital marketing plan suited to your business by
the end of this book.

Microenvironment

Macroenvironment

Customer experience

Marketing campaigns

Communication 

Evaluation and improvement 

Perfecting the content

Blogging

Website tra�c

Search marketing

Email marketing

And more!

Fundamentals of
Digital Marketing

Implementation Digital Content

Marketing Strategies

Marketing is one such task. What is marketing, anyway?


